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As the CEO of ARPS, superintendent Geryk is responsible and accountable for 
the delivery of high quality education to all students regardless of their abilities. 
She is also accountable to equitable distribution of resources allocated to the 
school district. 
 
One of SEPAC roles is to collaborate with the administration including the 
superintendent to continually improve the educational opportunities and 
outcomes for all students on IEP and 504 Plan. Unfortunately Ms Geryk has not 
demonstrated leadership to foster collaboration.  
 
Her lack of urgency attitude and accountability to address parents concerns 
raised in PCG and CPI reports and numerous public comments by SEPAC reps 
at the school committee meetings will not make our concerns go away but could 
expose the school district to be vulnerable to future potential class action lawsuits 
by some parents dissatisfied with their kids special education services as 
technology is making it easier for parents to organize and gather information 
online for lawsuits.  
 
It would be in the interest of superintendent Geryk to collaborate with SEPAC and 
perhaps consider SEPAC a resource to her and her staff. SEPAC board truly 
wants to support Ms Geryk in her leadership role and we hope that she would 
consider reforming special education. Here is a partial list of suggestions:  
 
~ Allow IEP team make decisions at team meetings per special education law 
and regulations rather than the administration who barely know the students 
make decisions for the IEP team. This will make some parents feel welcome and 
equal partner in decision making at team meetings. Allow paraprofessionals to 
attend team meetings and consider them as team members. This was the 
practice several years ago, after all most paraprofessional know our kids more 
than any other school personnel. 
 
~  Make IEP process transparent to parents/guardians, ensure that parents are 
made aware of IEP process and their parental rights. Allow staff to do their job 
and speak the truth without fear of their job security. Post all the district practices 
and protocols on ARPS website for easy access to parents and the public. 
 
~ Do not deny some students educational services, even when they clearly need 
such services. Public education is an entitlement therefore no child should be 
denied high quality education in an attempt to save money for litigation and to 
hire "expert professionals" who are willingly to do whatever the administration ask 
them to do. 
 
~ Restructuring special education department, by ensuring that all special 
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education personnel including the administrators are licensed in their current 
position.  
 
A review of ARPS special education personnel released to SEPAC after SEPAC 
successful appeal for freedom of information last Fall of 2011 revealed alarming 
trend. For example many staff in one of the special education programs at high 
school do not have license in intensive special needs. This is a potential case of 
class action lawsuit if some parents feel that their kids are not making progress 
because of unqualified personnel or their kids are denied state and federal 
mandated transition services because of evaluation conducted by unlicensed 
personnel. 
 
~ It is our hope that the school committee will incorporate SEPAC comments as 
you work on superintendent Geryk evaluation, Thank you for soliciting input from 
parents and the community though the school committee should have made all 
comments confidential not just comments from senior administrators who report 
tp Ms Geryk directly. 
 
Sincerely, 
Pat Ononibaku, SEPAC Co-President 
on behalf of SEPAC Board 
 


